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Abstract: A small group of  Indonesians exiled from Suharto’s New Order regime

settled in Cuba from the early 1970s onwards. This paper, based on interviews,

explores the circumstances of  their arrival in Cuba, their experiences in Cuban

society, the nature of  their continuing ties with Indonesia and their attitudes to

Cuba. The end of  the New Order regime in Indonesia in 1998, which led to the

re-establishment of  full diplomatic ties between the two countries and a successful

campaign to win back Indonesian citizenship, created a new situation for the exiles.

This paper further examines how the notion of  homeland and sense of  identity have

altered over the course of  decades spent abroad. 

Six Indonesians, four men and two women, settled in Cuba in the

1960s and 1970s when they became ‘accidental exiles’ as a result of  the

anti-communist purges by the Suharto regime. They had earlier

rejected life in China and the Eastern bloc, and chose to live in Cuba.

Based on interviews with some of  the men in Havana, this paper

explores the circumstances of  their arrival in Cuba and how they

reinvented themselves in their adopted homeland. I show how they

have maintained connections with Indonesia and their broader exile

compatriots, while striving for acceptance in their adopted homeland. 

Engaging with Indonesian politics through the lens of  human

rights advocacy against the Suharto regime, they often filtered

Indonesia through this lens. As the Suharto regime crumbled and they

regained their citizenship, they then faced new life choices, which

forced them to confront the changing realities of  their homeland of

Indonesia, as well as who and what they had become. In their twilight
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years, the Indonesian embassy in Havana played a crucial role in

exposing these men to elements of  their homeland that had hitherto

existed through memories and imagination. Through the Internet, they

could now communicate to Indonesian audiences about their lives in

Cuba. Waiting for decades for the Suharto government to crumble,

they have now found that ‘home’ and where they feel comfortable has

perhaps shifted towards a multiplicity of  places.

The exiles in Cuba are part of  a broader network of

Indonesian exiles that stretches across Europe and parts of  Asia. These

Indonesian refugees were robbed of  a sense of  agency when political

events in Indonesia made them ‘accidental’ exiles. Some exiles had

occupied prestigious positions in Indonesia but they suddenly became

stateless abroad. Unlike the Vietnamese refugees, whose decision to

leave after the victory of  the communists in 1975 was a deliberate act

or statement of  rejection of  their homeland (Nguyen 1999:99), in the

Indonesians’ case, they became the ones rejected by the Indonesian

state. The case of  the Cuban-based exiles, men who made the decision

to come to Cuba from other countries, is one where it is possible to

examine the settlement experiences of  political refugees who decide to

set up new lives in countries other than those at which they first arrived

and to study their process of  adaptation.2 I reflect on how their

engagement with Cuban society and politics has restored a certain

sense of  agency to their lives. As well, I explore how this engagement

with Cuba negates the concept of  exile, for those escaping

dictatorships, as simply an extension of  the ‘prison’ that the homeland

has been turned into.

The attempted coup on 30 September 1965 led to the fall of

the Sukarno government and turned the tide in Indonesian politics,

changing Indonesia’s alliances and international outlook. Within

Indonesia, the events associated with the attempted coup, especially the

politically motivated killing of  the senior army officers (Roosa 2006),

were used as a pretext for a campaign of  repression affecting millions

of  people and the rise of  the New Order government under General

Suharto. Political commentators writing about the New Order have

rhetorically deployed the image of  the whole of  Indonesia as the ‘big

prison’ (see Wilson, n.d. and Komite Pimpinan Pusat Partai Rakyat
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Demokratik 1996). From October 1965, Cribb (2001) estimates that

half  a million people, members and sympathisers of  the Indonesian

Communist Party (PKI), were killed by the military or its civilian

proxies, or imprisoned. Fealy (1995) estimated that between 600,000

and 750,000 people were imprisoned. In many parts of  Indonesia, the

military commandeered schools, public buildings, halls, warehouses

and private homes to house prisoners. Many of  these buildings

continued to serve that purpose well into the period of  the New Order.

Margiyono and Kurniawan Tri Yunanto (2007) discuss such buildings

in Jakarta. Some of  the buildings were taken over from banned

organisations, such as the headquarters of  the trade union federation

SOBSI (Sentra Organisasi Buruh Seluruh Indonesia, All Indonesia

Workers Organisations Centre) in Jakarta, or from individual detainees. 

More dramatic types of  ‘exile’ from the late 1960s onwards

came about through the opening of  major prison camps such as the

Buru prison camp in Maluku, which at its height contained 14,000 men,

and Plantungan women’s rehabilitation centre in Kendal, Central Java.

The army also used the island prison of  Nusakambangan off  the south

coast of  Java to house many political prisoners, including the Sukarno

cabinet minister Oei Tjoe Tat. Nusakambangan also housed those in

transit to Buru. Most prisoners had been released by the late 1970s, but

there were still political prisoners from this period in Indonesia as

recently as 1999, after the resignation of  President Suharto in May

1998. The idea of  Indonesia under the New Order regime as one big

prison was a concept that many exiles upheld. They came to view

Indonesia from a distance through this prism.

The purges against the Left in Indonesia reverberated

overseas, where many students and other Indonesians became personae

non grata to the new regime and were unable to return to Indonesia as

citizens because of  their leftist politics or associations. In the early

1960s, scholarships had been offered to Indonesians to study in

countries such as Rumania, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, the Soviet Union

and Hungary and, by September 1965, hundreds of  Indonesian

students had received scholarships to study in the Eastern bloc. News

of  the 1965–66 mass killings reached members of  this expatriate

community and they understood that under the new Suharto regime
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some of  them might risk imprisonment, or death if  they returned. This

led to uncertainty among many students about what to do. Just as in

Indonesia, expatriates overseas were screened to ensure they did not

have any pro-communist leanings. Students, members of  the military,

the diplomatic corps and civil servants were screened in Indonesian

embassies and consulates. In his autobiography, Muhammad Jasin, who

went on to become the army’s Brawijaya division commander in East

Java from 1967 to 1969, describes his experiences as the military

attaché in Moscow who conducted screening of  Indonesian students

throughout eastern Europe to determine their loyalties (Jasin

1998:56–61). Former Indonesian president Abdurrahman Wahid, when

he was studying in Egypt, worked at the Indonesian embassy in Cairo

in 1965 and 1966. As part of  his duties, he prepared reports on his

fellow students for the screening process (Barton 2002:89–90).

Through the screening process, many students who did not

demonstrate sufficient loyalty or who had expressed opinions against

the army or in favour of  the PKI lost their passports and the right to

return to Indonesia. 

The continuing engagement of  Indonesian exiles overseas

with Indonesia reflected their inability to return there. They intervened

on issues relating to Indonesia through solidarity activities, supporting

pro-democracy groups. As I will go on to argue in this paper, for the

exiles in Cuba, the fate of  the political prisoners under the New Order

regime was an important cause for their continued advocacy overseas. 

Little was known about the experience of  the Indonesian

exiles in Cuba, at least until Suharto’s resignation in 1998 when

Indonesia went ahead with establishing an embassy in Havana. Their

small numbers and their location a long way from Indonesia and from

the bulk of  the exile community in Western Europe had made this

group particularly isolated. Yet, while the Suharto regime had

controlled history writing and teaching, there was now much interest in

alternative versions of  history. The Indonesian media reported on the

impact of  the Suharto regime both by its imprisonment of  hundreds

of  thousands in Indonesia, and also on the Indonesian exiles abroad.

Indonesian publishers felt more able to print and publish exilic

literature, alongside the growing number of  memoirs and
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autobiographies of  former political prisoners in Indonesia (see

Hearman 2009). In 2005 Ombak publishers in Yogyakarta published

exiled painter Basuki Resobowo’s book Bercermin di Muka Kaca,

reflections about art and life in exile, six years after his death in 1999.

Exile memoirs include those by Sobron Aidit (2003, 2006, 1999) and

Asahan Aidit (2007), both brothers of  the former PKI chairman DN

Aidit. Aidit’s daughter, Ibarurri who has lived overseas since the age of

sixteen prior to the 1965 purges, also wrote her memoir (2006)

published by Hasta Mitra. The exiles are not alone in joining this

project of  historical correction to the New Order’s version of  history.

Oral history collections (Setiawan 2006) and interviews with exiled

leftists (Fanggidaej 2006) have also been published in the post-Suharto

period. This growth of  literature by both exiles and former political

prisoners in the post-Suharto period can be seen as a reconnection of

the broken links between the exiles and their homelands. 

Cuba is more often seen as a place that produces exiles, rather

than a haven for them. The flow of  political exiles from Cuba began

when the 26 July Movement led by Fidel Castro overthrew President

Fulgencio Batista on 1 January 1959. Between January 1959 and

October 1962, some 200,000 people emigrated from Cuba to the US

(Lievesley 2004:68) and since the 1959 revolution, there have been

waves of  refugees during different stages of  the revolution, thus giving

rise to a very heterogeneous Cuban exile community (Pedraza 2007:2).

By contrast, in the early 1970s, a small group of  Indonesians settled in

the capital, Havana, in some ways pioneering the place of  Cuba as a

haven for left wing political exiles. All the men had been in the Eastern

bloc and in China prior to their arrival in Cuba. Later more left wing

exiles headed for Cuba, for example those from Chile (Bizzarro

2005:207), El Salvador and Nicaragua. 

Indonesian exiles in Cuba 

I met some of  the Indonesians in Cuba during my visit there in

1994–95. Upon finding out that I was Indonesian, Basilio Gutierrez, an

official with the government agency ICAP (Instituto Cubano de

Amistad con Los Pueblos – Cuban Institute of  Friendship with The

Peoples) informed me that there was a group of  Indonesians living in
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Havana. The two Indonesians I met, Salim Handatjaia and Widodo

Suwardjo, were very concerned to explain to me, then a young

Indonesian student, how the Suharto regime had created this strange

existence for them, of  being in exile and unable to return to their

homeland. They indicated that at that time there were other

Indonesians living in Havana, one woman and the rest were men who

had married Russian and Cuban women. They firmly attributed their

exile to Suharto’s seizure of  power in 1966. Salim quoted reports about

the atrocities committed by Suharto against the Indonesian Left from

stencilled documents, such as the defence speech of  former Colonel

Abdul Latief  when he was tried before the military tribunal in Jakarta.

Salim had received these documents from other Indonesians in the

Netherlands. Salim spoke with outrage about the army’s bayoneting of

Colonel Abdul Latief ’s leg when he was arrested in 1965. Latief  did not

receive adequate medical treatment and his leg became infected. It was

clear to me that the men saw themselves as part of  a broader group of

exiles beyond Cuba, connected by mail and, albeit in its early days, by

the Internet to the broader cause of  anti-Suhartoism. They saw

themselves as being connected to Indonesia and were still concerned

to explain to other Indonesians such as myself  the circumstances of

their presence in Cuba, and how they fitted into the broader political

history of  Indonesia.

I returned to Havana in October 2008 to conduct interviews

with these men in the course of  carrying out a research project about

life histories of  the Indonesian left. For this paper, I will focus mostly

on the three men I interviewed, Salim Handatjaia, Supradja and Gunar.

Since the interviews, Gunar has died in January 2009. The fourth

Indonesian, Widodo Suwardjo was in Jakarta during the interviews in

Havana, visiting his ailing father.

The first of  the men, Salim Handatjaia, was born in 1932 in

Bangka. Of  the Indonesians in Havana, Salim was the only one of

ethnic Chinese background. He spoke of  how his parents were poorly

educated Chinese small traders in Bangka, who made their living from

servicing the tin miners there. His mother was illiterate. When he was

three years old, his parents moved to Jakarta. During the World War II,

his schooling was often interrupted. He became active in the student
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movement from 1956 onwards, when he was part of  an Indonesian

delegation and he attended a youth congress in Prague, Czechoslovakia

in that year. While he was in Prague, he was attracted to studying law,

and subsequently enrolled at Pajajaran University in Bandung where he

qualified as a lawyer. He was also very interested in literature, studying

French, English and Indonesian literature at the same university. Once

he graduated, he worked for farmers involved in land disputes in West

Java and represented workers who were sacked unlawfully. Continuing

to devote time to his passion for literature, he taught Indonesian

literature at the Rivai Academy for Journalism, part of  the People’s

University (Universitas Rakyat). He was also active in the West Java

branch of  HSI (Himpunan Sarjana Indonesia – Indonesian Graduates

Association). Salim painted a picture of  Indonesia in the 1960s as a

very vibrant place where he was involved in his community and his

profession; and where overseas travel for education or exchanges was

not uncommon. 

Close links with China were manifest in other areas of  life,

with Indonesians travelling to China for cultural exchanges and study.

Relations between Indonesia and China had grown particularly close

between 1963 and 1965. In August 1965, Sukarno declared the Jakarta-

Beijing axis in the pursuit of  a more radical foreign policy (Sukma

2004:32). There were early tensions as sections of  the army and anti-

communist forces opposed this cosy relationship. There were,

therefore, also programs with Indonesians studying in the United

States as a counterweight to China. On 4 August 1965, Salim left

Indonesia for China to undergo medical treatment for an ear infection,

a trip which HSI and Academia Sinica in China had arranged. His ‘brief

visit’ to China ended up being a stay of  eight years. He was also

unaware, when he embarked on the China trip, that he would not set

foot again in Indonesia for decades to come. 

After news broke overseas about the attempted coup on 30

September, the Indonesian ambassador to China, Djawoto, who later

became a prominent member of  this exile community, advised

Indonesians in China not to rush home and to monitor developments

first. ‘But things got worse’, Salim said. Orders from Jakarta came for

Djawoto to be stood down as ambassador. According to Salim,
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Indonesians in China monitored the situation in Indonesia through

listening to Indonesian state radio broadcasts (RRI, Radio Republik

Indonesia) and from newspaper clippings collected by five former

journalists among their ranks. The exile community in China was quite

diverse and consisted of  PKI members and sympathisers, students

who had been studying in the Eastern bloc and in the Soviet Union,

and pro-Sukarno people.3 Many PKI members left the Soviet Union

for China due to splits inside the PKI. 

While the Indonesian community was not confined to PKI

members, PKI members in China were important in particular in

relation to their hosts, the Chinese government. PKI members were

also a source of  information about the political situation. Jusuf

Adjitorop, a member of  the PKI Politburo who was in China for

medical treatment in October 1965, was the highest ranked party leader

abroad. A PKI ‘Delegation’ was set up headed by Jusuf  Adjitorop to

represent the party overseas. The Indonesian community’s lives were

subject to restrictions not only from the Chinese government, but also

by the Delegation which was concerned to limit communication

between members and to safeguard confidential information. 

The China-based exiles seem not to have been a harmonious

community and were torn with divisions. They discussed the faults of

the party that had led to the anti-communist pogroms back home.

There were debates among party members about ‘what had gone

wrong’ with the PKI, including questions about why there had been no

resistance to the military purges. Older PKI members from the pre-

Aidit period (before 1951) argued that the party leadership had placed

too much trust in President Sukarno and that, by operating wholly as a

legal party, the leadership had exposed the membership to grave

dangers of  political repression. Debates within the exile community in

China exposed the inter-generational differences in political experience

and these were testament to the growth and development of  the PKI

as a mass party between 1951 and 1965. The situation led to

dissatisfaction among the exiles and added to the uncertainty of  their

stay in China.

By 31 October 1967, Indonesia under Suharto had broken

diplomatic relations with China and the relationship which had been
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conceived as one based on opposition to ‘neocolonialism, colonialism

and imperialism’ had come to an end. Initially the Chinese government

supported the Indonesian exiles. The advent of  the Cultural

Revolution, however, and later on, rapprochement attempts between

China and Indonesia caused great uncertainty for the Indonesian exiles.

The Chinese government moved them in the early 1970s from Beijing

to Nanchang, 1250 km away. Salim described the situation in Nanchang

as unbearably stifling, due not only to the heat, but also to the

restrictions placed on their movement and activities. Salim avoided

boredom by reading and re-reading the crate of  books he had collected

and brought from Beijing. The Indonesians were prohibited from

working, studying or mixing with the local community. In Nanchang,

Salim met the woman who would be his life partner, Tatiana Lukman,

the daughter of  MH Lukman, first deputy chairman of  the PKI.4

Dissatisfied with the conditions in Nanchang, more than a hundred

Indonesians including Salim and Tatiana attempted to migrate to other

countries. ‘We decided we must leave’, and in 1973, they made their way

to Beijing to investigate which countries would accept them. Salim

explained that most Indonesians in China had chosen to go to Western

Europe and ‘no one wanted to go to the Soviet Union at that time’ due

to the hostility between China and the Soviet Union.

Salim was at pains to point out that, unlike those who wanted

to go to western Europe, he wanted to go to a poor country, as this was

consistent with his beliefs in standing up for the poor. Now with the

addition of  their son, Patria, the family tried to go to Chile only to be

told by an embassy official that there were developments brewing there

which seemed unfavourable for left wing political exiles. The official

was presumably referring to the imminent military coup against

Salvador Allende in September 1973. In a highly colourful story, Salim

told me of  how the Cuban embassy officials had tried to dissuade him

from going to Cuba, arguing that it was ‘a poor country’, unattractive

to exiles who wanted to avoid hardship. Salim had then asked the

official whether he would be able to fish and grow food in Cuba. When

the Cuban official said ‘Yes’, Salim said ‘Well, that would be all I need’

(though one might wonder how an urban dweller and trained lawyer

like Salim would fish and farm successfully in Cuba). Clearly, for him,
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to grow one’s own food and to be self-sufficient was a noble thing. A

climate closer to Indonesia’s than the harsh weather of  Nanchang (or

Europe) was another strong pulling factor. 

Salim was also inspired by the 1959 Cuban revolution.

President Sukarno had been one of  the first world leaders to recognise

the revolutionary government. Ernesto ‘Che’ Guevara, part of  the

Cuban leadership, visited Jakarta in 1959. Sukarno was the first state

leader to visit Cuba after the revolution, in May 1960. On 14 August

1963, Indonesia set up its embassy in Havana, though relations

between Cuba and Indonesia became strained after the events of

1965–66 and the banning of  the PKI in 1966. According to Hersri

Setiawan in an interview in April 2007, in 1966 the Cuban embassy in

Jakarta employed and protected political fugitives, some of  whom, like

Hersri, were being sought in the anti-communist purges. 

Salim’s family expressed their interest in migrating to Cuba and

waited for a response to their application. Three months later, in early

1974, a letter arrived from the Cuban government inviting the family to

come. When they arrived, they received ration cards for food as well as

‘industrial’ ration coupons for items such as shoes and clothing. They

spent the first few months at the Havana Hilton, which had been

renamed the Havana Libre after the revolution, where many other

political refugees were accommodated. Salim recalled meeting deposed

Chilean President Salvador Allende’s widow and Che Guevara’s father

who was writing a book to correct misconceptions about his son. As a

non-Cuban citizen, Salim was unable to practise law. He spent months

studying Spanish and then retrained and received a diploma from the

University of  Havana in English language and literature.

In his story to me about the circumstances of  his arrival in

Cuba, Salim was concerned to point out the differences between

himself  and the other exiles in China who chose to go to western

Europe. He pointed out that, in choosing to go to Cuba, he has

remained true to his ideals, which he tried to practise in Indonesia

when representing the farmers and workers as a young lawyer. This was

a recurrent theme in his narrative, as it was also in the narrative of

Gunar, another Cuba-based exile who came from a staunch left wing

background. They felt the need to show that they never gave up on
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their principles. Gunar’s father was a PKI leader in the town of  Kediri

in East Java. Not to have chosen western Europe was a badge of

honour for these men; they believed they did not take ‘the easy option’,

that of  First World living conditions and citizenship.

As distinct from Salim, the other two Indonesian men, Gunar

and Soepradja came to Cuba after they married Cuban women whilst

studying in the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia respectively. Gunar

was born in Kediri in East Java on 1 January 1934. In 1960, he left for

the Soviet Union to study economic planning. He met and married

América, a Cuban student in Moscow, in 1963. After the 1965 coup

attempt, thousands of  suspected communists were massacred in

Kediri. Relatives evacuated Gunar’s parents from Kediri to Jakarta, as

his father was a known communist. In 1926, the Dutch had exiled

Gunar’s father to Boven Digul, but five years later, with his wife and

four children, he returned to Java after serving his time and continued

to be part of  an underground movement against the Dutch. During the

World War II, the Japanese jailed Gunar’s father three times, as he had

by then become a prominent workers’ leader. During the 1948 uprising

by leftist militias in the East Javanese town of  Madiun, the army and

the Republic responded by repressing the rebels as well as the PKI. The

Republican government jailed Gunar’s father. He was finally released in

1953 and received a medal for his participation in the struggle for

Indonesian independence. Gunar’s parents did not set foot in Kediri

again until 1969, three years after the end of  the anti-communist

massacres. 

By this time, Gunar was firmly trapped overseas in the Soviet

Union. In Moscow, they had heard on Radio Moscow that there had

been a power struggle in Indonesia but the radio broadcasts had not

mentioned the PKI. The PKI members in Moscow split between those

who supported China and those who supported the Soviet Union.

Finishing his studies in that year, Gunar found himself  unable to return

to Indonesia after Indonesian students were screened and their political

affiliations investigated by the Indonesian embassy in Moscow.

According to Gunar, ‘the military attaché in Moscow was in charge of

making sure we completed the forms. Students were asked to state their

political affiliations and to sign some forms. One form was issued,
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stating support for Sukarno. Then another form came out some time

later for us to sign, rejecting Sukarno. We refused to sign.’ Muhammad

Jasin’s account of  the period when he, as the military attaché in

Moscow, conducted screenings in the whole eastern Bloc fleshes out

Gunar’s recollection about the screening process. According to Jasin

(1998:59), 37 embassy staff  and students, presumably in Moscow, lost

their passports in the first wave of  screenings, followed by another 115

students who lost their passports in the second wave of  screenings in

November 1966. The screening involved interviews with Jasin ‘about

their aspirations, their desires and so on’ (Jasin 1998:60) and

completing forms. Jasin said, ‘I took the decision, those whose

screening results were good, I prepared them a passport.’ Gunar was

not one of  those students; possibly he also suffered as a result of  his

political connections back home and the flight of  his father.

Due to his uncertain political status, Gunar remained in the

Soviet Union, while his Cuban wife, América, returned to Cuba. The

Soviet government offered him further study or employment. He

opted for a doctorate in social sciences. When he completed this, he

began working in 1971 at the Institute of  Oriental Studies specialising

in Indonesia. Gunar visited Cuba several times during this period of

separation from his wife. In 1968 his daughter was born. The little girl

was left behind with relatives in Havana when, in 1975, América

returned to Moscow to work at the Council for Mutual Economic

Assistance. In 1981 Gunar left for Cuba and found work in economic

planning in Havana. 

The third man in exile in Cuba, Sungkawa Soepradja, was born

on 2 May 1934 in Jakarta. He worked in the sales department of  a

company dealing in sugar, cement, building materials and providing

services such as warehouse storage. He worked there until he obtained

an overseas scholarship. He went to the Soviet Union first, before

finally settling as a student in Czechoslovakia in 1962. He studied

transport economics and graduated in 1969. After the 1965–66 purges

in Indonesia, the Indonesian Students Association in Czechoslovakia

(Perhimpunan Pelajar Indonesia, PPI) split between the pro- and anti-

Suharto camps. Unlike Salim and Gunar who were interested in left-

wing ideas or whose families were involved in leftist politics, in our
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interview Soepradja drew a clear line between himself  and the other

two men. Though he ‘disagreed with the violent overthrow of

Sukarno’, he was not involved in Indonesian leftist organisations and

so, he said, he should not have lost his passport or been barred from

returning to Indonesia. He claimed that a seemingly unimportant

event, his failure to attend an appointment with the Prague consulate,

led to the consulate’s refusal to renew his passport. His passport

expired in 1966 and Soepradja stayed on in Czechoslovakia. He

married a Cuban woman, a fellow student, in 1967 and they had a

daughter. By March 1969, they had decided to try to live in Cuba, even

though living in Czechoslovakia was, according to him, reasonably well

supported, with housing and a pension given to foreign students with

children. He seemed to be ambivalent about the decision to leave

Czechoslovakia, stressing that the family had been well provided for

there. In Havana, Soepradja found work with a government agency in

charge of  vehicle importation into Cuba. 

When they first arrived in Cuba, the Indonesians got to know

of  each other’s existence through Cuban workmates who passed on

news about Indonesians who came to the country, usually other exiles.

Their Cuban work colleagues had a level of  awareness about the

political situation in Indonesia and the reasons the men were in Cuba,

so they helped put the men in touch with one another. The group of

Indonesian exiles never grew to more than five families however. 

The Indonesians never became Cuban citizens, opting for

long-term residency permits instead, as they continued to hope they

might regain their Indonesian citizenship in the future. They hoped to

be able to travel on Indonesian passports, to be able to vote in

elections, to run for political office if  they chose to do so back home.

They waited for decades for the Suharto regime to fall. Holding on to

their expired passports also symbolised being involved in a struggle for

these rights. During the Suharto years, Soepradja would look out for

any visiting Indonesian official delegations in the hope of  pressing his

case about recovering his citizenship and to be able to talk to other

Indonesians. Soepradja’s campaign for the return of  his citizenship

began in 1980 when he spoke to a Foreign Affairs official who was

visiting Cuba. The official conveniently said that he had insufficient
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powers and it was up to Jakarta to decide on the fate of  the men. In

1991, he went to the nearest Indonesian embassy, in Mexico, where he

filled out an application form for a passport but never received any

response. The issue of  citizenship was pivotal for these exiles, because

it had been taken away from them, but this struggle for citizenship also

maintained their ties to the homeland, however tenuous. 

When I first met Salim in 1995, he had tried to impress upon

my Australian companion that women in Java still wore the traditional

kebaya, showing that while remaining in touch with human rights news

about Indonesia, he found it difficult to imagine contemporary

Indonesia. After his arrival in Cuba, he seldom met many Indonesians.

The closest Indonesian embassy was in Mexico City. As the years

abroad became decades, he had lost touch with what this homeland

looked like, the level of  modernisation and Westernisation that had

accelerated after the New Order began. Salim was also accustomed to

seeing his homeland through the prism of  human rights abuses,

sometimes through the news clippings selected and circulated by other

exiles. He received news about Indonesia through the networks of

exiles in Europe and human rights bulletins such as the Tapol magazine

from the United Kingdom. Indonesia became that ‘large prison’ where

the inhabitants needed to be liberated from the Suharto dictatorship.

On a personal level, contact with family in Indonesia was

limited. Some family members were frightened about corresponding

with the men in Cuba, as they were suspected leftists who were banned

from returning. Soepradja received a letter from his younger brother

usually once a year. Both sides often blamed the unreliable Cuban and

Indonesian postal systems, rather than acknowledge that they were

scared of  making contact with relatives in socialist countries, or that

their relatives preferred to sever contact. Such an acknowledgment

would have been very painful indeed.

There were some family reunions, usually with mothers who

stood by their sons. Gunar arranged a meeting with his mother in

Beijing in 1994. His father passed away in 1980, never having seen

Gunar again since he left for the Soviet Union in 1960. Salim also met

his mother in China in the 1990s, but until 2008, he did not set foot

again in Indonesia. Living in Cuba, a long way from Indonesia, was
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difficult. The men did not have the financial means for lengthy

telephone calls to their families or for visits to Indonesia. 

There was also the political element and the lack of  an

Indonesian consular office in Cuba. Both Cuba and Indonesia are

members of  the Non-Aligned Movement, but overall there was little

investment in the bilateral relationship. Although both sides decline to

acknowledge any tensions in the relationship, information from the

Forum for East Asia–Latin America Cooperation (FEALAC, 2008)

confirmed that the Cuban embassy in Jakarta was closed in 1970 ‘for

financial reasons’. The Indonesian embassy in Havana also closed, in

October 1971, ‘for reciprocity and financial reasons’. Cuba re-

established a diplomatic office in Jakarta in February 1972, but

Indonesia did not reciprocate until 1996. It was only then that an

Indonesian office was set up in Havana, headed by a chargé d’affaires. 

As a substitute for keeping in contact with the homeland, the

Cuban exiles wove relationships with the exile community in other parts

of  the world. The development of  the Internet from the early 1990s

assisted them in keeping contact with events in Indonesia and with the

exile community in Europe. Sites of  Ibrahim Isa

(http://www.ibrahimisa.blogspot.com) in Amsterdam and A. Umar Said

(http://umarsaid.free.fr) based in Paris and email lists such as the

Apakabar list assisted in the early years. Access is still limited in Cuba.

Many people access the Internet at the post office and those who are in

paid employment sometimes have access through their workplaces. In

these halting and imperfect ways, the men fought to maintain their links

with the homeland, through pursuing the restoration of  their citizenship,

through writing letters and, occasionally, through difficult and costly

meetings with their families in other countries. Alongside these efforts,

they also received news about Indonesia, often through the prism of

anti-Suhartoism, by email and from the exile community in Europe 

Life in Cuba

Living in Cuba, these Indonesians have themselves been influenced by

the international polarisation of  attitudes towards Cuba. After the fall

of  the Soviet Union, Cuba occupied a special place as one of  the few

socialist countries remaining. These men were highly involved in Cuban
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society. They have made Cuba their home and are not bitter about the

hardship of  life in Cuba, particularly for those with families. There is a

certain sense of  achievement about surviving and living in Cuba, rather

than in more comfortable western Europe, as it is often perceived.

They also compare favourably their lives in Cuba to living in the Soviet

Union and China. Gunar mentioned that, during his time there, those

living in Moscow could not travel more than sixty kilometres without a

travel pass. Salim recounted his terrible experiences living in China,

particularly after the Indonesians were moved away from Beijing into

camp-like conditions in Nanchang, where his only solace was his crate

of  books. They have a sense of  pride in living in a country that, only

ninety miles from the United States, has continued to challenge US

hegemony over Latin America. In this sense, they have acculturated

and assimilated the values that the Cuban state promotes in loyalty to

their adopted homeland. For Soepradja, who was not as enthusiastic

about Cuba and who was initially ambivalent about migrating there, his

link with Cuba came through his family, namely his daughter and his

Cuban wife who helped him settle there.

After weighing up the negative aspects of  living in other

countries, the men identified those aspects of  Cuban life they enjoyed.

The warm tropical climate assisted their adaptation process. All the

men interviewed mentioned that the Cuban government provided

them with the basic necessities of  life such as food, housing and

healthcare. Salim lives in an apartment in Cerro, filled with his

collection of  papers and books about Indonesia and other topics.

Soepradja, having lost both his daughter and his wife to illnesses, lives

alone in a first-floor apartment in the leafy suburb of  Vedado. He tends

their graves with fresh flowers every day and is adjusting to living alone.

In some ways for him there is a decision to be made as to where he will

spend his twilight years, now he no longer has these family links

anchoring him to Havana. Prior to his death in January 2009, Gunar

and his wife América lived in a two-bedroom apartment in Marianao, a

suburb of  Havana. During our interview, Gunar showed me his ration

card and explained how the ration system functioned. He explained

how because of  his health problems, the ration card denoted that he

was entitled to extra rations. 
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As long-term residents in Cuba, their memories are less about

events related to Indonesia, but about events in their home in Cuba.

The men all experienced the ‘special period’ when the Cuban economy,

with the fall of  the Soviet Union, its key trading partner, collapsed after

1991. Chronic shortages of  fuel and imports drastically altered life,

creating painful memories (Arias Guevara, Garcia, Echeverria and

Perez 2008). Out of  this period, Cuba sought solutions away from

reliance on fossil fuels and turned towards food self-sufficiency. It

searched for new trading partners and new sources of  revenue. The

economy has recovered, with more foreign investment and tourism. 

For the exiles, the ‘special period’ also seems to be a significant

marker of  memory. There is the elation of  having survived these

difficulties and a new sense of  admiration for the Cuban state in its

flexibility in negotiating the crisis, thus attaching these men even more

closely to their adopted homeland. This is shown by the example of

Widodo’s writings about Cuba for Indonesian audiences. Widodo was

visiting Indonesia to visit his ailing father when I conducted my

interviews in October 2008. His posting to Indonesian online news site

Viva News on 7 January 2009 recounted New Year celebrations at the

Havana Embassy (Suwardjo 2009a). In this piece, Widodo pointed out

that 1 January was also commemorated in Cuba as the day the dictator

Fulgencio Batista was overthrown, marking the triumph of  the

revolution. He tried to convey to Indonesian-speaking audiences how

Cubans survived hurricanes Ike and Gustav in 2008, Cuba’s continuing

achievements in healthcare and education, its ‘admirable’ levels of

international solidarity and national principles of  dignity and respect,

while at the same time being honest about the difficulties of  living in a

poor country ‘because [living in Cuba] we also feel these too.’ In this

way, the exiles try to move across two cultures, communicating with

new-found cyber audiences. 

Salim is a very good example of  this move across two cultures.

He is critical of  both Indonesian and Cuban societies. He is quick to

praise the Cuban ethic of  social usefulness that a person must

contribute to society according to his or her ability. An ardent

supporter of  Castro, Salim follows closely political developments in

Cuba as evident by his emails, which end with statements such as ‘from
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the island that is eternally young’ or ‘from the ever rebellious island’.

His partner left Cuba for the Netherlands in the early 1990s, possibly

due to her political differences with, and lack of  support for, Cuban

socialism. Salim’s commitment to the revolution remains steadfast, but

he is not uncritical. For example, he considered the Cuban work ethic

could be improved. While he sees himself  firmly as an Indonesian at

the same time, as we shall explore below, he was also critical of

Indonesian society. But this criticism was of  the Indonesian society he

imagined existed there. Even with democratisation, Salim refuses to

consider returning to Indonesia, which somewhat contradicts the

dedication he applies to maintaining links with Indonesia.

Attitudes towards Indonesia in the post-Suharto period

With the fall of  Suharto in May 1998 and subsequent democratisation,

relations between Indonesia and Cuba have been fully restored.

Haridadi Sudjono was appointed ambassador to Cuba (Kleiden: 2002);

President Abdurrahman Wahid visited in 2000, followed by President

Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono in September 2006, who visited Havana

for the fourteenth Non-Aligned Movement summit. While there,

Yudhoyono presented the Satya Lencana Bhakti Sosial medal to 135

Cuban doctors in the Henry Reeves medical brigade who provided

medical aid to the victims of  the 2006 Yogyakarta earthquake. With

democratisation, the Indonesian embassy printed a 2009 calendar, and

both governments issued commemorative postage stamps, celebrating

fifty years of  the relationship between the two countries. It appeared as

if  this relationship had continued seamlessly. Black and white

photographs of  meetings between Che Guevara, Fidel Castro and

Sukarno feature in the calendar and stamps. According to a Cuban

embassy press release in January 2010, an Indonesian stamp exhibition

took place at the Cuban Postal Museum to commemorate the 50-year

relationship.

A fully-fledged Indonesian embassy in the Havana suburb of

Playa, with an ambassador and consular staff, was opened in 1999, and

this assisted me in re-establishing contact with Salim and Widodo. I

wrote to the embassy in 2007 asking if  they could locate these two

men. The embassy staff  gave my emails to Salim, whom they knew
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well, for he was now their Spanish teacher. The presence of  an

Indonesian embassy in Havana has transformed their lives. They

maintain regular contact with the embassy staff, in some ways their

closest link to Indonesia. Soepradja, who works as a security guard for

the embassy, enjoyed his supply of  chilli sambal and the gift of  a

second-hand mortar and pestle from the embassy staff. Salim

recounted with delight the Indonesian expressions and jokes that he

recently learnt through the Indonesian embassy staff  and speculated

about what these expressions indicated about Indonesian society. He

compared their learning styles, often rote-based, with other kinds of

learning styles and reflected on what this signified about the education

system in Indonesia. While critical of  Indonesian society, he seems to

relish this reconnection with Indonesia. With his refusal to visit

Indonesia and the few Indonesian visitors to Cuba, the embassy staff

would be his closest contact with Indonesian people who are not

exiles.

This embassy has become a hub for Indonesia-related

activities, with tours by Indonesian musical groups and dancers.

Cuban-Indonesian relations promise to expand with joint trade talks in

Havana (Granma June 2009). The embassy organised a noche de Batik

[night of  batik] in Havana in January 2009 attended by 130 guests and

according to the Indonesian foreign ministry website, ‘the ladies from

the Indonesian Women’s Association in Havana (Dharma Wanita

Persatuan Havana)’ modelled batik clothing to the largely Cuban

audience. Cuban musicians and dancers have also begun learning

Indonesian dances and musical instruments such as the bamboo

angklung. Salim has gone to these performances whenever possible. In

his opinion, the Cubans were better performers.

With the two presidential visits, Indonesian media interest also

grew in the men living in Cuba. Indonesian newspapers covered the

story of  the Cuba exiles (Kleden 2002). Widodo Suwardjo, one of  the

four Indonesians living in Cuba spoke to Detikcom in 2006 about the

girlfriend he left behind in 1960, named Widari (Aulia 2006). News of

his search for Widari was re-published by several newspapers and blogs

and the circumstances of  their separation became the subject of  online

discussions. Since then, Widodo has used email and Internet to
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communicate with the Indonesian media, as well as to post stories in

Indonesian, in particular in VivaNews about living in Cuba. He has

received encouraging online feedback and comments from Indonesian

audiences for his news stories.

With the change in the political situation in Indonesia, all the

men interviewed have had their Indonesian citizenship restored.

President Wahid pledged to restore their citizenship in 2000. After

waiting for about 8 years, all four men have now received their

Indonesian passports. Gunar said, ‘For us in Cuba, [to have

Indonesian] citizenship is very important to enable us to make

demands as Indonesians.’ He contrasted this with his view of  the

European-based exiles who, he speculated, probably placed more

emphasis on political rehabilitation, rather than Indonesian citizenship,

because to obtain their Indonesian citizenship meant letting go of  the

European citizenship and all the benefits that brought. 

Along with democratisation, the men have expressed their

views on the changes required to assist former political prisoners and

exiles like them. In this they return to the cause that has motivated

them throughout their exile, the fate of  leftists who were imprisoned

and stigmatised. There is common ground, a striking convergence

between the demands of  exiles and those inside Indonesia. Gunar and

Salim agreed that the government’s 1966 ban on communism should

be lifted. They pointed out that victims of  the purges must receive

compensation. In Indonesia, the issue of  lifting the ban on

communism proved controversial when President Wahid raised the

idea in 2000. A number of  survivors’ organisations in Indonesia

demand an investigation into the large scale human rights abuses in the

mid-1960s by the military and its proxies, and for the government to

provide compensation for the victims and for material losses after

1965.5 At the individual level, through some 25 interviews I conducted

in 2007 across Java and Bali with former political prisoners or families

of  those who disappeared, I found that there was also interest in some

kind of  truth and justice mechanism about this past, and restitution to

the victims. 

As the political situation changes in Indonesia, most of  the

men have been able to visit Indonesia. Gunar brought his wife,
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daughter and her family to Indonesia in 2000 for them to share his first

homecoming. For his wife, her first-ever visit was a very eye opening

experience. For 35 years, she had imagined Indonesia through the

stories recounted to her by Gunar. When speaking about Indonesia,

she seemed to shudder at what she thought was a highly

uncompassionate society. She focussed particularly on the profit-based

health system in Indonesia; she and Gunar thought the prospect of

growing old (and potentially ill) and alone in Indonesia was frightening.

Gunar remarked that he did not recognise Jakarta or Kediri and

measured the time that had passed by the new nieces and nephews he

had acquired, up from 8 when he left to 42. He said it was very difficult

to adapt, ‘as if  I had visited a country in which I only knew the

language.’ He found it difficult to speak with those born after the New

Order regime had begun, and even within his own generation, ‘there

are still many people afraid to make contact.’ Gunar visited Indonesia

a second time alone in 2005. Soepradja commented that on his visit in

2001, ‘Jakarta was like a foreign country.’ 

There are no signs of  the Havana men moving back

permanently to Indonesia. One Indonesian woman who had been part

of  this community of  exiles in Cuba, Kusrini moved back to Indonesia

when she married an old school friend there, showing how these

networks are being re-established. These networks include Soepradja’s

network of  Czech alumni in Indonesia of  which he is a member. Salim

remains the only one who has not visited Indonesia since 1965. He said

he was concerned that were he to return, he would be ‘an odd man

out’. Partly this was because many of  his contemporaries, men such as

former student leader Hardoyo, have died from old age — or during

imprisonment. Salim also thought that he would be at odds with the

Indonesia that had developed in his absence. He spoke critically of  the

Indonesians he had met so far — his only contact with that ‘new’

Indonesia — who, although they were kind, were in his opinion little

interested in society, politics and history and bore what he imagined

were all the hallmarks of  New Order society, of  going with the flow

and never challenging authority. Underneath this veneer however, it is

possible to detect the curiosity, mixed with fear, with which I think

Salim regards the prospect of  visiting Indonesia.
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The men’s descendants have migrated from Cuba. Salim’s son,

Patria lives in Canada with his family. Prior to that, he had left Cuba

first for Netherlands to live with his mother Tatiana. Salim has tried

hard to pass on his pride in being Indonesian and Cuban at the same

time to his son, so he was frustrated to find his son migrating from

Cuba, a country that in his view had provided his son a good education

and a good life. Gunar’s daughter and her family live in Miami, the base

of  many anti-Castro, Cuban exiles. She was studying for further

qualifications in accounting. 

Soepradja’s apartment in Vedado where he lives alone is filled

with large photos of  his daughter, and of  his wife who also passed

away in 2008 from breast cancer. Salim told me, that Soepradja’s

daughter was the face of  the advertisement campaign for Cubacel, the

Cuban mobile telephone service before she died of  a brief  illness in

her twenties. That she had been chosen, a woman of  mixed parentage,

of  Cuban and Indonesian descent, was a symbol of  the dual worlds

they lived in. For the men, it also indicated acceptance, that she was

accepted as a symbol for a Cuban telephone company. For the younger

generation, however, the connection with Indonesia was less strong,

and perhaps less important. The son and daughters were unable to visit

and experience Indonesia directly while they were growing up and their

lives were tied more closely to the Americas, than to Asia.

Conclusion 

When Indonesia went to the polls in April 2009, Widodo, Soepradja

and Gunar were involved in overseeing the elections as members of

the Indonesian electoral preparations committee in Cuba. Salim did not

have any official position, he was just a voter and he relished this, to

show he was not coopted by ‘the system’. Gunar did not live to help

administer the elections and to vote. On 16 January 2009, Gunar died

from complications from an asthma attack, depleting the ranks of  the

exiles even further. He requested that his coffin be draped in the red

and white Indonesian flag. In reporting Gunar’s death and perhaps

speaking for himself, his compatriot, Widodo (2009b) remarked, ‘Even

though there was a period of  forty years when he was not recognised

as an Indonesian citizen, Gun’s love for his homeland never faded.’
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Exiles perform complex negotiations on issues of  identity and have to

deal with how identity relates to their physical location. Exile is

sometimes categorised as a state of  imprisonment and representations

of  the homeland as a prison have influenced identity and ideas about

the self. The experiences of  these men indicate to us the adaptability

and the resourcefulness of  a group of  Indonesians who, in finding

themselves having to live abroad, proceeded to embrace the Cuban

community in which they live. Their marriage with Cuban women

assisted this process in some cases, but in other cases, the process of

adapting and settling into their adopted country has been undertaken

as a conscious process, as in Salim’s case. In their twilight years, they

have been challenged to adapt even further. The democratic changes in

Indonesia have restored their citizenship and opened up possibilities to

experience their homeland, even if  indirectly through the Indonesian

embassy in the case of  Salim. While seeking to take part as much as

they could in the Indonesian political process, at the same time they are

involved in their local communities in Havana. The lives and

connections they have built in Cuba make it unlikely they will choose

to spend their remaining days in Indonesia. While still maintaining their

connections with Indonesia over the last forty years, the experience of

being abroad and having to negotiate this state of  exile has

transformed them in complex ways.
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Notes

1. This paper was first presented and titled ‘The Salsa and the Kebaya:

Experiences and interaction of  Indonesian political exiles in Cuba’ at the

Southeast Asian Exiles Workshop, sponsored by School of  Anthropology,

Australian National University and Asia Research Centre, Murdoch

University, in Canberra on 17–19 March 2009. I wish to thank David Hill,

Fridus Steijlen, Ana Dragojlovic and Kate McGregor for their feedback and

comments in preparing this paper for publication.

2. I have avoided the use of  the term ‘exile community’ due to the small

number of  Indonesians in Cuba, four men, at the time this research was

conducted. 

3. On 30 September 1965, there happened to be a 500-strong Indonesian

delegation in China for celebrations of  China’s national day, 1 October,

which marked the twenty-sixth anniversary of  the Chinese Revolution.

Some members of  this politically diverse delegation stayed in China but not

all. The delegation had included cabinet ministers such as Chaerul Saleh, Ali

Sastroamijoyo, Suryadi, Sukendro and M. Jusuf. See van der Kroef  1968.

4. I am indebted to Hersri Setiawan for providing me with the information on

Tatiana Lukman’s background.

5. These organisations include Foundation for the Investigation for the

Killings of  1965/66 (Yayasan Penelitian Korban Pembunuhan 1965/66),

Pakorba (Paguyuban Korban Rezim Orde Baru) and LP-KROB (Lembaga

Korban Rezim Orde Baru, Institute for the Victims of  the New Order

Regime).
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